Increase Savings and Maximize
Travel Program Effectiveness with
Dynamic Price Assurance



From the moment of purchase through the day of departure, Yapta’s FareIQ and RoomIQ
dynamically track prices on all your company’s booked airline tickets and hotel rooms,
sending instant savings alerts when prices drop. FareIQ and RoomIQ work with major Global
Distribution Systems (GDS) and Travel Management Companies (TMCs) to deliver savings to
your company without traveler disruption.
Designed specifically for corporate travel, our savings alerts take into account all available
and negotiated rates, change fees, seat classes, refundable/nonrefundable and target
savings amounts, ensuring you get the optimal price.


Reduced
travel costs





Enhanced
travel program
efficiencies

Increased
booking
compliance


Best-in-class
technology

Seamless, secure integration
Our services integrate with your current
travel tools and are SOC 2 compliant,
meeting stringent controls and processes
to safeguard traveler data.

The FareIQ and RoomIQ dynamic price tracking tools identify price drops on identical
itineraries and comparable rooms, so the traveler’s experience is unaffected.
Access real-time analytics dashboards to view traveler
booking efficiencies and supplier performance data.

FareIQ and RoomIQ work with your current workflow
DD Configure savings alerts to ensure optimal cost savings and amenity gains
DD Automatically import and sync itineraries, realizing savings within two weeks of set-up
DD Remain in control of itineraries, maintaining attention to the needs of VIPs and frequent travelers
DD Increase booking compliance and visibility, allowing for higher standards of care
DD Gain insights through real-time savings dashboards, email summaries and comprehensive reports

Measurable Savings
Businesses save on average $260 per
flight and 3.5% off total airfare spend,
and $109 per hotel stay and 4.3% off
total hotel spend.

Essential Insights
Advanced analytics and reporting enables
travel managers to accurately assess travel
program performance against SLAs, key
account metrics and benchmark.

Save an
average of $369
per trip

Maximize your corporate travel
program with Yapta.
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when you use FareIQ
and RoomIQ together

